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Hamilton & Inches have been hand-crafting and 
carefully sourcing corporate giftware since we 
first opened our doors in 1866. The workshops 
above our showroom are home to generations of  
master craftsmen and women, who have helped us 
maintain our Royal Warrant for silver-smithing and 
clock making for over 120 years.

Our skilled workshop team use time-honoured 
tools and techniques to create everything from 
world-class sporting trophies to traditional quaichs. 
The treasures you see in this brochure are just a 
selection of  the many options available to you as a 
corporate client at Hamilton & Inches. From small 
favours to one-off  bespoke creations, we will work 
with you on your project from conception  
to completion.

 Our personal service and in-house workshops 
ensure that your exact needs are met, giving you 
the most memorable gifts to celebrate milestone 
anniversaries, long service, sporting achievements 
and other special occasions. 

David Ramsay 
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panos kirkos - master engraver 
Panos Kirkos joined Hamilton & Inches 27 years ago. He 
trained in his native Greece before moving to Edinburgh with 
his wife. Panos is an award-winning silversmith and chasing 
expert - the art of  moving silver to produce three-dimensional 
designs. His Hamilton & Inches creations include a crown 
for Lord Lyon and the University of  St Andrews’ 600th 
anniversary mace.

ruth page - trainee silversmith 
Ruth joined the team following a three-month placement as 
part of  her BA (hons) degree in Jewellery and Silversmithing 
at the Edinburgh College of  Art, University of  Edinburgh. 
Achieving the prestigious “Outstanding Student of  the 
Year Award” in 2019, Ruth has a passion for silverwork, 
taking contemporary inspirations from the urban landscape 
around her. Her exceptional skill for design brings a modern 
perception on a timeless craft.

david ramsay - silversmith 
David Ramsay began his Hamilton & Inches career polishing 
trophies for the 2007 Royal Highland Show. He soon 
developed an interest in silver and became the workshops’ 
first modern-day apprentice. David has created a number of  
sporting trophies at Hamilton & Inches, including replica 
Scottish Open Championship Quaichs which are awarded to 
the competition’s winners.

our craftspeople

Quaich crafting
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george douglas - apprentice silversmith 
George Douglas undertook work experience at Hamilton & 
Inches during the 2014 festive period. He went on to complete 
his school studies (with a focus on his passions of  art, craft and 
design), before returning to Hamilton & Inches the following 
summer. George is now progressing his career as an apprentice 
silversmith at the Hamilton & Inches Academy. 

paul kirkos - apprentice silversmith 
Paul Kirkos is the son of  our master chaser and expert 
silversmith Panos. He is an apprentice of  the Hamilton & 
Inches Academy, and supported by both the Queen Elizabeth 
Scholarship Trust and the Andrew Lloyd Webber Foundation. 
Paul is perfecting the craft of  chasing with his Father in the 
workshop, and attending art classes to refine his drawing skills.

ruaridh malcomson - master engraver  
Ruaridh Malcomson started his career as an apprentice 
engraver in London’s Hatton Garden and is now Hamilton & 
Inches’ master engraver. An experienced artist, Ruaridh works 
with traditional rudimentary tools and materials – including 
French chalk, oil of  wintergreen and specially shaped gravers. 
He has a passion for intricate designs, particularly HM the 
Queen’s Scottish coat of  arms.

colin golder - master polisher  
Colin Golder is Hamilton & Inches’ award-winning polisher. 
He has worked at Hamilton & Inches for 24 years and 
completed his training here. Colin has great input into the 
design and production of  our silver, guiding how pieces will be 
assembled to ensure that they can be polished effectively. He 
has worked on many complex and intricate pieces, such as the 
Lanark Bell Trophy.

Our Craftspeople Paul Kirkos
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silverware - trophies
We are extremely proud to have made a 
number of  sporting trophies celebrating 
achievements from across the world. For 150 
years Hamilton & Inches’ talented craftsmen 
have passed their knowledge and skills from 
one generation to the next, creating trophies 
to honour sporting greats. 

Women’s Scottish Cup Trophy 
Image credit – Steve Welsh
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doddie weir cup 
In 2018, The Doddie Weir Cup was established as a 
perpetual rugby union trophy between Scotland and 
Wales. The cup was created to raise awareness of  Motor 
Neurone Disease after former Scotland international 
rugby player Doddie Weir was diagnosed with the illness. 
Doddie created the My Name’5 Doddie Foundation to 
raise funds to aid research into the disease. 

Commissioned by Scottish Rugby and the Welsh 
Rugby Union, Hamilton & Inches were privileged to 
design and craft this unique cup here in our Edinburgh 
workshops. The trophy was crafted using sterling silver, 
its lid set with smokey quartz, and it sits on a wooden 
plinth from Scottish Borders spalted beech – with 
a silver inscription band engraved with the winners’ 
names. The inimitable ‘lugs’, or handles as they are more 
commonly known, were cast and finished with a chased 
texture. The emblems of  each national team, thistles 
and daffodils, are also hand-engraved on recesses within 
the handles.

Silverware - Trophies Doddie Weir Cup Trophy
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watson memorial cup 
The Watson Memorial Cup was created by Hamilton 
Park to pay tribute to Watson Baronetcy and Sir Julian’s 
love of  racing through special hand-engravings. The 
elegant trophy was designed to honour one of  the most 
significant historical families of  the local area, the Watson 
Baronetcy of  Earnock. Founded in 1895, the baronetcy has 
contributed considerably to the local community including 
gifting the impressive Watson Fountain to the people of  
Hamilton, which still stands today at the corner of  Cadzow 
Street and Muir Street.

The Watson Memorial Cup is to be presented annually to 
the winner of  one of  Hamilton Park’s richest races, the 
Almada Mile Handicap, as a fitting tribute combining the 
local significance of  both the race and the Watson family.

Watson Memorial Cup Silverware - Trophies
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women’s scottish cup trophy 
In 2018, a brand new SSE Scottish Women’s Cup trophy 
was designed by 11 year old Ella Sharp of  Hillhead 
Primary School in Glasgow, after winning a national 
drawing competition. Using Ella’s design, the trophy 
was brought to life with over 200 hours of  work in the 
Hamilton & Inches workshop. The trophy was created 
from sterling silver, gold plating and amethysts, and was 
finished with a walnut wooden plinth. The trophy will 
proudly display the name of  every team that wins the 
trophy for the next 50 years.

Silverware - Trophies
Women’s Socttish Cup Trophy
Image credit – Lorraine Hill
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Hamilton & Inches are very proud to have 
worked with a number of  the top whisky 
distilleries, to help celebrate and commemorate 
momentous occasions in their rich brand 
heritage. With each project as distinctive as the 
blend, we’ve created a number of  unique pieces 
that will be cherished for years to come. 

raise a glass

Raise a GlassTamdhu 50 bottle Collar
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tamdhu 50 
 Speyside distillery, Tamdhu, celebrated its 120th anniversary 
with the release of  its oldest ever bottling – a 50-year-old 
single malt. To mark this milestone, a 1963 Tamdhu single 
cask whisky, which had been matured exclusively in a first 
fill European oak sherry butt was chosen. 100 bottles of  this 
whisky were released worldwide and adding to its exclusive 
nature, an equally special decanter and presentation case  
were commissioned.

Each bespoke decanter was presented in a solid oak canister 
adorned with hallmarked sterling silver. The design featured 
the distillery’s location on the River Spey, its Victorian 
railway station and signature Sherry casks. Hamilton & 
Inches silversmiths took inspiration from the brand and 
created a sterling silver badge for the side and top of  
the presentation canister, as well as a decanter collar and 
stopper, along with a bespoke silver coaster.

Raise a Glass Tamdhu 50
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Hand engraving is an ancient form of  cutting or 
carving precious metals. Our resident engraver 
is an exceptional artist, who works using his 
expert eye, photographic memory and steady 
hands. The art of  engraving can add additional 
meaning, depth of  character and a personal 
touch to your treasures. Text (initials or facsimile 
script) and images (designs and coats of  arms) 
can be added to various items. Silverware, rings, 
watches and other jewellery make the perfect 
engraving surfaces.

Hand engraving allows for a special gift to 
become a cherished heirloom with the  
personal touch of  a name, date or image.

hand engraving

Hand Engraving
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Our expert workshop team can create any 
corporate gift you may require. From hand-crafted 
silver quaichs to branded pins, paper weights  
and accessories, we have something to suit  
every occasion.

corporate gifts
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Hamilton & Inches’ in-house watch specialists 
source the finest timepieces from around the 
world, and are on hand to help you find the perfect 
timepiece from our skilfully collated selection. We 
offer watches from renowned specialists including 
Patek Philippe and Rolex. 

watch specialists

Watch SpecialistsWatch specialist at Hamilton & Inches
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contact
Please contact Frances Desoisa to discuss your 
requirements further: 

 +44 (0) 131 225 4898 
Frances.Desoisa@hamiltonandinches.com 

Panos Kirkos ChasingContact

mailto:Frances.Desoisa%40hamiltonandinches.com?subject=
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